Abstract—Flaky tests are tests that can non-deterministically pass or fail, even in the absence of code changes. Despite being a source of false alarms, flaky tests often remain in test suites once they are detected, as they also may be relied upon to detect true failures. Hence, a key open problem in flaky test research is: How to quickly determine if a test failed due to flakiness, or if it detected a bug? The state-of-the-practice is for developers to re-run failing tests: if a test fails and then passes, it is flaky by definition; if the test persistently fails, it is likely a true failure. However, this approach can be both ineffective and inefficient. An alternate approach that developers may already use for triaging test failures is failure de-duplication, which matches newly discovered test failures to previously witnessed flaky and true failures. However, because flaky test failure symptoms might resemble those of true failures, there is a risk of misclassifying a true test failure as a flaky failure to be ignored. Using a dataset of 498 flaky tests from 22 open-source Java projects, we collect a large dataset of 230,439 failure messages (both flaky and not), allowing us to empirically investigate the efficacy of failure de-duplication. We find that for some projects, this approach is extremely effective (with 100% specificity), while for other projects, the approach is entirely ineffective. By analyzing the characteristics of these flaky and non-flaky failures, we provide useful guidance on how developers should rely on this approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ideally, when an automated test case fails during development, this failure indicates that a defect has been detected. Tests that detect defects are good tests, because they can signal developers to pause working on new development, and to debug and fix the defect promptly. However, some test cases may be “flaky,” and can non-deterministically pass or fail, even when repeatedly executed on the same version of the same code. For example, studies have shown that tests can be flaky due to strict reliance asynchronous computations completing in some specific order, reliance on undocumented platform dependencies, among other sources of randomness [1]. When a test fails due to flakiness, developers may still need to pause their development activities to confirm that the test failure does not actually represent a true defect.

While a flaky test is one that can fail due to some non-deterministic reason, the failures of flaky tests cannot be entirely ignored, as flaky tests can also detect defects. For example, Rahman and Rigby studied the Mozilla Firefox continuous integration system, finding that when developers ignored failures of flaky tests, there was a dramatic increase in the number of crashes reported by users [2]. Similarly, Haben et al. analyzed 9 months of test failures in the Google Chromium continuous integration system, finding that ignoring all failures of flaky tests would have resulted in missing 76% of the true regression faults [3]. Surveys of developers report that flaky tests waste developers time and are a moderate-to-severe problem for most developers [4], [5], [6].

In order to reduce the burden of inspecting every (possibly flaky) test failure, the state-of-the-practice approach for triaging test failures as flaky or true failures is to re-run failed tests [1], [4], [5], [6]. If, on the same version of the system under test, the test first fails, and then later the test passes, then it is a flaky failure that can be ignored. Unfortunately, this approach is not guaranteed to detect all flaky failures, since a flaky test may also persistently fail. Lam et al. observed that roughly half of the flaky tests in their dataset would persistently fail when re-run in isolation from the rest of the test suite [7]. Bell et al. studied the efficacy of Apache Maven’s built-in test rerunning feature, finding that it could only confirm 23% of flaky test failures as flaky [8]. Particularly when tests might need to be re-run many times, this procedure is expensive and time consuming. A report from Google indicates that 2-16% of computing resources are regularly dedicated just to re-running flaky tests [9].

Hence, an important problem for flaky test research is: given a test failure, how to determine if this specific failure can safely be ignored (since it is flaky), or more thoroughly debugged (as a true failure). While a significant body of academic literature aims to determine which tests are flaky tests (i.e., could exhibit flaky failures) [7], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], the problem of distinguishing flaky failures from true failures is understudied. This article presents a large-scale empirical study that characterizes the design space for flaky failure detection, and preliminary results of several baseline approaches. From 22 open-source Java projects, we collect a dataset of 498 flaky tests, including 80,530 flaky failures and 147,613 true failures. This broad dataset complements existing case studies of flaky failures in Google Chromium [3] and SAP HANA [18] by highlighting the variability of flaky failure detection across different projects.

We evaluate the use-case where a developer has an existing history of test failures (both flaky and true failures) and is...
given the task of determining if a new failure is flaky or not. We find that flaky test failures can be extremely repetitive — when a test fails due to flakiness, it is likely to match other flaky failures from the same or other tests. We apply approaches based on failure de-duplication [19], [20], text-based matching, and simple machine learning classifiers. We find that, for some tests, these approaches can be extremely effective (with no false negatives or false positives), yet for other tests, these approaches are entirely ineffective. By examining attributes of tests and failures, we provide insights for future research on generalized approaches for detecting flaky failures.

The primary contributions of this paper are:

- **Evaluation**: A large-scale evaluation of failure de-duplication using failure messages and stacktraces to determine if a failure is flaky or true failure.
- **Dataset**: An extended dataset that contains both flaky and true failures of tests, constructed using a novel approach based on mutation analysis.

## II. Matching Failures Logs

Failure logs provide a detailed understanding of the origin of the failure. Hence, developers typically debug logs to better understand the failure cause. In detecting test flakiness, a recent survey shows that some developers may manually debug failures logs to tell if a failure is flaky or not [6]. Developers can recognize a failure is flaky by examining the failure message and stacktraces as they could have encountered flaky failures with similar failure message and stacktraces [21].

We examine the applicability of failure de-duplication to help developers to determine if a new failure is flaky or not. We evaluate three approaches for failure de-duplication: text-based matching, which uses the text of failure logs to find the similarity of given two failures, the Failure Log Classifier, which adopts machine learning to predict if a failure is flaky or not, and TF-IDF (the details appears later in subsection II-C), which uses information retrieval techniques to group failures. We focus specifically on matching the output that is common to the test suites of all projects that we have studied: stack traces. When matching stack traces, we consider two use-cases: matching different failures from the same test, or matching failures from different tests.

### A. Text-Based Matching

Text-based matching is our application of classic failure de-duplication approaches [19], [20], where we de-duplicate failures by matching common stack traces. This approach is also motivated by grey-literature suggestions that, “sometimes it’s obvious to engineers that a test is flaky just by looking at the exception type and message” [21]. Intuitively, if an engineer has repeatedly seen the same flaky failure symptoms, they may be able to guess that a new failure is also flaky. Text-based matching acts as an automated standin for this experience-based process.

We implement text-based matching by creating a dataset of parsed failure logs for each test. Each failure log is represented by its failure message and stacktraces. In terms of a failure message, it consists exception type (for example, AssertionFailedError) and everything follows this is treated as the exception message. For the stack traces part, it is a set of lines representing the calls before the exception occurs and during the parsing, we are considering the top lines pointing directly to the test name. These lines reflect the most recent operations preceding the exception and often provide more details about the root cause of the failure.

We implement a pipeline to parse each failure into an XML file, cataloging all failures linked to a specific test. As shown in Listing [1] each failure block in the XML corresponds to one failure, containing four key components: the test name (T), exception type (E), exception message (M), and stacktrace lines (S). Within the S tag, individual lines are listed under the line tags, considering their order in the original log. If the test name is missing from the stacktrace (e.g. it fails in setup method), we consider the last line from the test class. For example, in Listing [1] the last line is not starting with the test name (present in T) but starts with the test class name. To categorize these XML files per project, the T tag includes a project attribute, referring the project name where the test belongs. In this phase, we also filter out non-deterministic stack trace lines internal to the JVM (e.g. GeneratedMethodAccessor$XYZ lines).

Listing 1. Two flaky failures reported in Alluxio project after parsing their failure logs

```xml
<Failure>
  <T project="alluxio">tachyon.JournalTest.TableTest</T>
  <E class="UnknownHostException"></E>
  <M>ip-172-31-58-81: Temporary failure in name resolution</M>
  <S>java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost(InetAddress.java:1501)</S>
  <S>java.net.InetAddress.getAddressesFromNameService(InetAddress.java:1324)</S>
  <S>java.net.Inet6AddressImpl.lookupAllHostAddr(Native Method)</S>
  <M>ip-172-31-48-81: Temporary failure in name resolution</M>
  <S>java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost(InetAddress.java:1501)</S>
  <S>java.net.InetAddress$2.lookupAllHostAddr(InetAddress.java:929)</S>
  <S>java.net.Inet6AddressImpl.lookupAllHostAddr(Native Method)</S>
  <E>UnknownHostException</E>
  <T project="alluxio">tachyon.JournalTest.TableTest</T>
</Failure>

<Failure>
  <T project="alluxio">tachyon.JournalTest.TableTest</T>
  <E class="UnknownHostException"></E>
  <M>ip-172-31-58-81: Temporary failure in name resolution</M>
  <S>java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost(InetAddress.java:1501)</S>
  <S>java.net.InetAddress.getAddressesFromNameService(InetAddress.java:1324)</S>
  <S>java.net.Inet6AddressImpl.lookupAllHostAddr(Native Method)</S>
  <E>UnknownHostException</E>
  <T project="alluxio">tachyon.JournalTest.TableTest</T>
</Failure>
```

The text-based matching relies on the text of the failure message and stacktraces. As shown in Listing [1] we found that the failure message (M) could contain information such as timestamp and IP address that make each (otherwise equivalent) failure unique. For example, in Listing[1] different details like an IP address within M can set two failures apart. Hence, the text-based matching does not rely on M, and consider only stack traces (S) and exception type (E). Given the challenges in capturing all potential cases where the failure message (M) could be identical, we avoid modifying these unique message details and discard the M during the comparison.

When given flaky and true failures, the text-based matching should be able to tell if a new failure is a de-duplication of flaky failures, true failures, or both. As this approach is designed to find failure de-duplication within the same test, it
could be useful to applicable across different tests especially if the failure stack traces do not cover the test body, similar to the example provided in Listing 1.

B. Failure Log Classifier

There are cases where a newly written test introduces flakiness, or when there is no prior failures for reference. Motivated by these scenarios, we propose the Failure Log Classifier, which is trained on both flaky and true failures from all tests in a test suite. Then the classifier would be able to predict if the new encounter failure is flaky or true failure. For training the Failure Log Classifier, we considered selected the features shown in Table I based on their generality. We chose the features based on the text of the failure logs. Although other studies for predicting flaky failures use dynamic details [22], our goal is to determine if relying on the information in failure logs can effectively predict flaky failures.

We employ a simple Decision Tree as the supervised learning algorithm [23]. Based on the binary features used to train the classifier, decision tree provides a clear way to handle non-linear relationships. As a comparison, we also evaluate the applicability of a Naïve Bayes classifier as well.

C. TF-IDF

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a commonly used numerical statistic that reflects how important a word is to a document in corpus [24]. TF-IDF has two components: Term Frequency (TF) which represents the frequency of a term (word) in a document and if a term appears frequently in a document, its TF will be high. Second, Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) which measures the significance of the term in the entire corpus and if a term appears in many documents, its IDF value will be low, reflecting its lower importance. The TF-IDF value of a term in a document is the product of its TF and IDF values. Equation 1 and 2 show the computation of TF and IDF, respectively.

\[
TF(t) = \frac{\text{Number of times term } t \text{ in a document}}{\text{Total number of terms in the document}}
\]

\[
IDF(t) = \log \left( \frac{\text{Number of documents where } t \text{ in it}}{\text{Total number of documents in corpus}} \right)
\]

In the context of studying failure logs, we refer document to a failure and the t to the token we extract from each failure message and stacktraces. For each failure in the generated XML file used in the text-based matching, we tokenize each line of each stacktrace (including the exception type) by split the words using the dot as separator (and removing the symbols such parentheses). For example, the last line in Listing 1 will be converted to the following set of tokens (tachyon, JournalTest, before, JournalTest, java, 33). As our goal was to evaluate the overall potential for this approach, we did not consider more advanced tokenization approaches [25].

III. Evaluation Methodology

The core contribution in this work is a rigorous empirical evaluation of the three flaky failure detection approaches described in the prior section, using the following methodology:

A. Datasets

In order to effectively evaluate failure de-duplication for flaky failures, we need a dataset that contains a large number of both flaky and true failures for the same test. The “FlakeFlagger” dataset was built by executing the test suites of 26 open-source Java projects 10,000 times and recording their outputs, yielding a large dataset of flaky failures [10]. We choose the FlakeFlagger dataset, as it contains the complete failure logs for each flaky failure, as opposed to other flaky test datasets like DeFlaker’s [11] or iDFlakies [12].

Whereas a dataset of flaky failures can be mined by repeatedly running the same versions of the same tests, a dataset of true failures can only be mined from buggy code. While datasets of true failures do exist [26], [27], [28], [29], these datasets are typically intentionally constructed from tests that are not flaky (to make studying the defects easier). However, we are not aware of any accessible datasets that provide both flaky and true failures logs for the same set of tests. Even if one were to mine failures of flaky tests, there would still be a tremendous dataset imbalance problem: there tend to be far more tests that only fail due to flakiness as opposed to those that might also reveal faults [3].

We propose a novel methodology for constructing a dataset for this experiment, based on mutation testing. Mutation testing runs a program’s test suite on generated mutants (variants of the program under test), and evaluates how many of those mutants are detected by a failing test. Mutants have been shown to be an effective substitute for real faults in software testing [30]. Hence, for each of the flaky tests in our dataset, we use mutation testing to build a large dataset of failure logs for true failures. To avoid contaminating the true failure dataset with flaky failures (caused by tests failing due to flakiness on the mutated code), we apply Shi et al.’s approach for filtering flaky mutants [31].

Hence, the dataset for our experiment consists of all of the flaky failures extracted from the FlakeFlagger dataset [10], supplemented by true failures generated by executing Shi et al.’s version of the popular PIT mutation testing tool [31], [32]. This modified version of PIT is configured such that each test-mutant failure is confirmed by re-running the test on that mutant, 20 times. Each failure that is deterministically reproduced is included in our dataset of failures. This confirmation step is necessary to filter out any flaky failures from the mutation dataset, and is used only for confirming that the failure is deterministic (we do not include each failure 20 times from each of the confirmation runs). Then from the collected failure logs of each killed mutant, we collect the failure messages and stacktraces. We extend the XML file per test to include a list of killed mutants, each of them contains the failure message and stacktraces.
In practice, flaky failures tend to be far more common than true failures. Given that the failure message and stacktraces includes the name of each test, the performance of any failure classifier could be misrepresented by a dataset that contained a large proportion of tests that only failed due to flakiness. For example, in a 9-month period observing Google’s Chromium CI, Haben et al. observed that 1,446 tests failed with only true (“fault-revealing”) failures, 22,477 failed with only flaky failures, and 897 failed showing both failures. A predictor based on the historical flaky failure rate of a test would easily have quite high recall at predicting flakiness (e.g. having at most $\frac{897}{22,477} = 4\%$ true failures incorrectly labeled as flaky). Our goal is to evaluate the performance of approaches that rely primarily on the failure message and stacktraces, and not just the historical flake rate of a test.

Hence, we include in our evaluation only tests with at least one flaky and non-flaky failure, and report the number of true and flaky failures in our dataset for each project. We were not able to successfully apply the PIT mutation testing tool to all of the projects despite significant efforts (one author expended at least 2 hours per-project to attempt to get it to work) — and hence, we were unable to gather a resource of failures for all projects. As a result, it is important to note that we do not include all projects or tests from the FlakeFlagger dataset. Whereas the FlakeFlagger dataset includes 811 flaky tests from 24 projects, we analyze only those tests for which we could collect a dataset of true failures: 498 flaky tests from 22 projects. For example: on the project “spring-boot,” the dataset contained 163 flaky tests, but we were only able to successfully run PIT on 12 of the tests. The errors were primarily related to interactions between bytecode instrumentation, classloading, and custom JUnit runners.

To evaluate our classifier, we use cross validation to split the whole dataset (flaky and true failures) to a training set and testing set. As the dataset is imbalanced (with different proportions of failures that are flaky vs true failures), we apply SMOTE [33] when training and utilize stratified cross-validation [34] to ensure that each testing-fold part has at least one flaky failure.

### B. Research Questions

Using this dataset of 498 tests with both flaky and true failures, we design an experiment to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1: How often are flaky failures repetitive?** We examine how frequently a flaky failure matches at least one other flaky failure — of the same test or of other tests within the same project. By doing this, we show the repetition of flaky failures and the efficacy of the failure de-duplication approach.

**RQ2: With prior flaky and true failures, is it feasible to use failure de-duplication to determine if a failure is flaky or true one?** The main objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of using text-based matching as an approach to find the differences between flaky and true failures. This helps practitioners and researchers if they can rely on the approach in detecting flaky failures. Since projects differ in their domain, root causes of flakiness, and the total number of flaky tests, we evaluate the approach on a project-by-project basis.

**RQ3: To what extent is the utilization of machine learning helpful in finding the differences between flaky and true failures?** We aim to demonstrate the efficacy of employing machine learning classifiers in predicting whether a failure is flaky or not based on specific features extracted from failure logs. We examine whether a classifier can leverage failures from other tests within the same project to enhance the learning process of the model to better predict failures.

### IV. Results

#### A. RQ1: How often are flaky failures repetitive?

We apply the text-based matching approach to de-duplicate flaky failures, and summarize the results in Table II. We show results matching the flaky failures within the same test (shown in column Per Test), and matching the flaky failures across all failures from all tests in the same project (shown in the column Across Tests). By considering Alluxio-alluxio as an example from Table II in the first case, there are 114 flaky tests and those tests cumulatively have 16,858 flaky failures in total (16,847 of them are repetitive and 11 are not). The 16,847 failures that were an exact match for at least one other failure represent just 310 unique failures. In the second case, the number of failures that are not repetitive dropped to 5 (16,853 repetitive failures). When comparing a new failure to flaky failures from different tests, the text-based matching might produce mis-match results due to lines in the stacktrace pointing to the test. To mitigate this, we exclude such lines during this type of comparison, ensuring a more accurate match result.

While we found that each flaky test in Alluxio-alluxio could have different flaky failures, on average, each flaky test only had just over two different failures, each of which occurred many times. In most of the projects we studied in Table II
there are a reasonable amount of repetitive flaky failures (by both considering the ratio of the number of flaky failures in column (Uniq) to the total number of flaky failures or even to the set of failed failures) as some projects (out of 22) have all flaky failures repetitive. Hence, we conclude that, overall, flaky failures are extremely repetitive. While it is inappropriate to assume that each flaky test can only fail with a single set of symptoms, the number of unique failures is dwarfed by the frequency with which those failures recur.

We also carefully examine when flaky failures are not repetitive, and occur only once in the dataset. Across all the studied projects, there are only 123 out of 80,530 flaky failures (also out of 763 sets of flaky failures) that have never matched other flaky failures within the same project. Out of 123 that failed once, we found 90 of them are actually lack of the history of flaky failures (from tests that only failed once). Out of 22 projects, there are only two projects where the number of repetitive failure is just equal or less than the number of non-repetitive failures (elasticjob-elastic-job-lite and Spring-projects-spring-boot), and all these failures (except one in elasticjob-elastic-job-lite) are from tests that only fail once.

While it is common for frequently failing flaky tests to exhibit repetitive flaky failures, this trend is not consistent across all projects. For example, within the project Apache-hbase, there are 5 flaky tests that failed more than 1,000 times but have at least one non-repetitive flaky failure.

We investigated whether specific exception types were associated with these non-repetitive flaky failures. From the dataset we analyzed, among the top 10 most frequently occurring exceptions, two exceptions appeared more frequently in non-repetitive failures than repetitive flaky failures. Specifically, the RuntimeException was observed 13 times out of its 22 failure cases, while the SocketException was also observed 19 times (out of 31 failures). We found that every failure with the SocketException was linked within the Square-okhttp project.

We observed that certain test suite runs, especially those with a higher number of failed tests, tend to exhibit repetitive flaky failures across most or all the failed tests. For instance, within the Apache-ambardi, 47 out of 51 flaky tests consistently failed together and displayed the same failure messages and stacktraces each time they failed, and none of their stacktrace lines contain the test names.

Summary. Flaky failures are often repetitive. This can serve as an indicator for developers: previous flaky failures can be a reference to check if a newly encountered failure is familiar. However, there are few cases where a failure is not similar with any previously observed flaky failures. In such situations, a deeper investigation is needed to detect its flakiness. A valuable step in this investigative process involves comparing the failure with flaky failures from other tests, especially when the failure’s stacktrace lines do not reference the test itself.

B. RQ2: With prior flaky and true failures, is it feasible to use the failure de-duplication to tell if a failure is flaky or true one?

We investigate if the text-based matching can be used to determine if a failure is flaky or not based on the failure de-duplication. As we consider both flaky and true failures, we use a confusion matrix as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
 & | & | & | \hline
 & TP & FP & TN & FN \\
\hline TP & TP + FP & & & \\
FP & & FP + FN & & \\
TN & & & TN + FP & \\
FN & & & & FN + TN \\
\end{array}
\]

Precision (P) is defined as:

\[
Precision (P) = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

Recall (R) is defined as:

\[
Recall (R) = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

Specificity (SP) is defined as:

\[
Specificity (SP) = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}
\]

We chose these metrics to reflect the use-case of developers encountering a failure and comparing it with historical flaky and true failures. Given a model where developers ignore test failures that are labeled as flaky, a safer approach would have a higher precision, as precision reports the frequency with which an approach falsely determines a test to be flaky.
consider scenarios where developers may be most interested in minimizing false positives, we also report specificity, which evaluates the percentage of true failures correctly labeled. Lower recall scores indicate that an approach inadvertently labels more flaky failures as true failures — indicating that a developer might spend more time debugging them.

Table [III] shows the confusion matrix of using our approach as described in Section [III]. The performance of the approach varies across projects. For example, there are projects with at least 95% precision (10 out of 22) while some projects with 0% (5 out 10 projects).

We examine the results per-project to gain further insights into the performance of the approach. We find that in projects where the text-based matching approach struggles to differentiate between flaky and true failures, failures are typically presented as assertion exceptions. For example: all of the false negative (FN) flaky failures in Tootallnate-java-websocket, all of the FN flaky failures in orbit-orbit, and 98% of the FN in Square-okhttp are assertion exceptions. In the case of Alluxio-alluxio, we found that 90% of the FN failures were NullPointerExceptions. Even with the availability of stacktraces in these failures, these exceptions remain challenging to be used in finding the differences between flaky and true failures. On the other side, the projects which have reasonable precision and recall scores (or at least precision scores) like the case in doanduyhai-Achilles, there are a verity of different exceptions like UnknownHostException, and less likely to have general exceptions such as assertion and NullPointerException.

We also examined the relationship between the performance of the approach and factors such as the proportion of true failures and the number of times that a test flakes. Examining the table, we see two projects with a comparable ratio between flaky and non-flaky projects: Apache-httpcore and Wildfly-wildfly. However, we also note that the performance of the approach (particularly in terms of true positives) varies significantly between these two projects. Overall, we do not note any significant correlation between the ratio of flaky to true failures and the performance of the approach.

Examining projects with more than one flaky test, we found the project Apache-ambari has the best performance in precision, recall, and specificity. In this project, we found that the majority of the flaky failures failed with the exception ProvisionException. As discussed in RQ1 (Section IV-A), the majority of flaky tests in this project failed together, in the same test suite execution. This case is somewhat different from the other projects, in which flaky failures occur in different test runs — it is indeed quite likely that all of the flaky failures have the same root cause.

We also show the number of tests with at least one true positive or false negative failure (the last two columns of Table [III]. For example, in the case of Alluxio-alluxio, we see that of 114 tests in total, all 114 had at least one failure that was correctly classified as a true positive. However, 109 of those 114 tests also had at least one failure falsely classified as a false negative (falsely labeled as “not flaky”). These data indicate that naïve approaches that rely on test name to determine whether or not a failure is flaky or not are unlikely to be effective on this dataset.

To gain insight into the value of matching stack traces (in addition to exceptions), we also examined the performance of matching failures only using exception type. Table [IV] presents the top ten most frequently occurring exceptions observed in
the analyzed flaky failures. In some cases, the exception by itself cannot determine the differences of matching compared to the case when we consider the stacktraces such as the case of NullPointerException. However, we see that UnknownHostException occurred almost exclusively in the context of flaky failures. However, this certainly does not support the conclusion that all instances of this exception in a failure indicate a flaky failure: in three other projects in which this exception occurred, it occurred only in true failures. This suggests that some exceptions could be linked to flakiness within a project, but it is likely not possible to generalize this correlation across projects.

We also discovered some failures where exceptions match both flaky and true failures, as indicated in Table IV. In the context of our experiment, the most frequently occurring exception is the AssertionError which roughly 20% of these failures appear in TP. However, when considering only the exception type and excluding stacktrace lines, the proportion drops to less than 1%. The reason behind this observation is the generality of the AssertionError exception. For example, a test may have multiple assertion statements, and if they fail for different reasons, they match the exception but differ in the stacktrace. Therefore, it becomes challenging to attribute this type of exception to a specific type of failure.

**Summary.** We found that using the de-duplication approach to find flaky and true failures effective in some projects especially when their failures logs more informative than just assertion failures. For most of the projects, relying on the stacktraces in addition to the exception type is helpful as most failure exceptions could be seen in both flaky and true failures. The approach performs best when failure messages are specific.

**C. RQ3: To what extent is the utilization of machine learning helpful in finding the differences between flaky and true failures?**

We evaluate the Failure Log Classifier using two algorithms (decision tree and Naive Bayes) and two approaches for balancing the dataset. In terms of balancing the dataset, we use the SMOTE technique if the ratio of one type of failures is less than 10% of the total number of failures of the other type. We also consider training on the dataset as it is without balancing. We use stratified cross-validation and leave one fold for testing purposes.

To further understand the efficacy of machine learning in this context, we looked for a state-of-the-art classifier based on the failure logs. Existing methods to detect flaky failures, like the work of Lampel et al. [22], do not align with our dataset, which is based on the failure logs. Given this and the discussed features, we considered an alternative baseline approach. We utilized TF-IDF to provide a comparison for our classifier’s predictions. Furthermore, we investigated whether TF-IDF could serve as an alternative method, especially since the features of the Failure Log Classifier are directly from the syntax of the failure logs without involving dynamic features.

Table V shows the result of using the Failure Log Classifier and TF-IDF in predicting a failure if it is flaky or not. While we considered two different classification algorithms (Decision Tree and Naive Bayes), we find that decisions trees (without any dataset balancing) performed the best, and present only those results here (complete results are available in our public repository [35]). To ensure that each fold had at least one flaky failure, we include only projects with at least 10 flaky failures in this analysis. The relative performance of the Failure Log Classifier and the TF-IDF varies as in some projects they have at least 90% F1 scores with zero FN failures while in few projects it is worse than being randomly guessing. The performance of the two classifiers close to each others (78,181 TP in the Failure Log Classifier versus 79,428 in TF-IDF TP). Both classifiers have less False Positive rates (4,745 in the Failure Log Classifier and 1,437 in TF-IDF) than the ratio of using the text-based matching (8,587).

Comparing the significant increase in true positives versus the text-based matching, we find that Failure Log Classifier and TF-IDF both benefit significantly from the ability to match failures from one test to a different test. This is because, in our implementation of text-based matching, we do not remove text-specific lines from the stack trace. Future work might extend our approaches to abstract these elements out of the stack trace, making matches between tests more likely [18].

Comparing TF-IDF versus the Failure Log Classifier, we find that TF-IDF performs somewhat better in all cases. One
### TABLE V

**Comparison of Failure Log Classifier and TF-IDF Performance on Flaky and True Failures Prediction.**

For the Failure Log Classifier and TF-IDF, we show the confusion matrix, precision (P), recall (R), and F1 score of the overall prediction result. This analysis only includes projects with at least 10 flaky failures (excluding the project “elasticjob-elastic-job-lite”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Total Flaky Tests and Failures</th>
<th>Failure Log Classifier</th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Failures</td>
<td>Flaky</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio-alluxio</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>49,653</td>
<td>16,838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>square-okhttp</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>60,435</td>
<td>26,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache-ambati</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>15,108</td>
<td>4,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hector-client-hector</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10,132</td>
<td>6,529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activiti-activiti</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>46,300</td>
<td>1,363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tootaultinate-java-websocket</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3,259</td>
<td>2,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache-trigere</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8,375</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache-bbase</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>2,519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qos-ch-logback</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,052</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kevinavskihttp-request</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3,888</td>
<td>3,501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wildly-wildly</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3,895</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wro4j-wro4j</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11,373</td>
<td>10,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spring-projects-boot</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2,164</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertow-to-undertow</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,398</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orbit-orbit</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3,755</td>
<td>2,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doudnyhai-Achilles</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joel-costiglola-assertj-core</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jknnack-handlers-java</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ninjaframework-ninja</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zxing-zxing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache-commons-exec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Projects</th>
<th>495</th>
<th>229,802</th>
<th>80,521</th>
<th>149,281</th>
<th>78,181</th>
<th>2,340</th>
<th>4,745</th>
<th>144,536</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 Total Projects</td>
<td>79,428</td>
<td>1,095</td>
<td>1,437</td>
<td>148,361</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to prepare a dataset containing both flaky and true regression failures for multiple projects. However, studies have repeatedly demonstrated that mutants are a valid substitute for real faults in many software testing contexts [30]. Moreover, our results are complemented by existing case studies of individual projects like Google Chromium [3] and SAP HANA [18].

Our dataset of tests is drawn from existing work [10], and has been re-used in other recent works as well [36], [37], [13]. This dataset includes projects from different domains, but all projects are implemented in Java. The overall performance of these failure matching approaches may vary between different languages and testing frameworks. We leave an extension of this study to other languages to future work. Based on our results, it is clear that the performance of flaky failure prediction approaches will vary across projects. While our experiment demonstrates a full range of performance of these approaches (from near-perfect performance to extremely poor performance), it is difficult to extrapolate what the “average” case would be. We take care to avoid drawing such conclusions, and instead aim to identify patterns in projects, tests, and failures that may impact the performance of these approaches.

VI. Discussion

By examining the exception types and frequency, we concluded that the causes of flaky failures in our dataset range from code-related issues to environmental factors. Experienced developers can sometimes easily identify if a failure is flaky just by examining its log [21], indicating that certain failures are readily detectable as flaky. Our examination of exception types confirmed that detecting these environmental-related failures can be easy.

However, our evaluation also revealed a category of failures that are hard to classify as flaky or not — in particular, failures with an AssertionError or NullPointerException. Failures with these kinds of exceptions appeared to be fairly low in information: the failure does not provide enough information to determine if it is caused by flakiness or not. One approach to improve flakiness detection for these kinds of failures might be to enhance the tests or system under test. By providing richer logging information about the symptoms that led to the failure, matching-based approaches may be able to discriminate better between flaky and non-flaky failures. Future work might study these failures further.

Using machine learning in addressing this problem may offer another solution. In our study, we use the decision tree algorithm due to its ease of implementation, particularly in datasets with a minimal number of features, with the majority being boolean features. However, it is worth considering other supervised learning algorithms if the user of this approach intends to expand the feature list to include additional details. Mining additional features is likely to improve prediction performance, although we expect it would be challenging to uniformly improve performance across many projects.

VII. Related Work

Detecting Flaky Failures. Rerunning failing tests has been a de-facto approach for developers to determine if a test failure is caused by flakiness, or is a true failure [9], [38]. Bell et al. studied the efficacy of different rerunning strategies, finding that simply re-running failing tests immediately upon observing a failure is often ineffective at confirming that a failure is flaky [11]. They proposed DeFlaker, an alternative strategy for determining if a failure is flaky or not by intersecting the line coverage of each failing test with the set of lines that changed since the last test suite execution. If a test fails but does not cover any changed lines, it can be confirmed as flaky without being re-run. While this approach may be elegant, it can be challenging to apply in practice, as it requires developers to use a specialized code coverage instrumentation agent. Moreover, while Bell et al. show that the approach is faster than typical code coverage agents, it still imposes a runtime overhead of up to 12%. In contrast, in this article, we evaluate approaches for determining whether a test failure is caused by flakiness without requiring any code instrumentation, and imposing no overhead on test execution.

Concurrent to our work, two other research teams have been working on this same important challenge. Haben et al. empirically demonstrate the importance of determining precisely which failures of flaky tests are true by showing the danger of assuming that all failures of flaky tests are to be ignored [3]. This work relies on training classifiers from the code of flaky tests, while we rely on approaches that utilize the failures of flaky tests. More similar to our approach, An et al. use abstracted information from error messages and stack traces to determine which test failures are flaky in the SAP HANA database [18]. An et al. abstract failure symptoms using techniques similar to those that we use, for example, removing line numbers and test entry points from stack traces. On SAP HANA, they report a precision of 96% and recall of 76% in detecting flaky failures, results that are comparable to those of some of the open-source projects that we evaluated. We believe that these two lines of work are quite complementary, with our work providing a replicable open-source dataset of failures on multiple projects, and An et al.’s work providing a deep case study of how to successfully apply flaky failure detection in production at a large software company.

Flaky tests often surface when test suite are run in continuous integration (CI) platforms. With CI, each revision of the system under test is automatically built and tested. Flaky tests can be a nuisance by resulting in builds appearing to have “failed” when they would in fact have passed, if not for flakiness. While our approach aims to determine which failures of which tests are caused by flakiness, other approaches have studied this problem at the level of entire CI builds. Lampel et al. study intermittent job failures in the Mozilla CI platform, training models based on various telemetry (including runtime, CPU load and OS version) to determine which failed builds are flaky. In contrast, Olewick et al. utilize a bag-of-words model, extracting a vocabulary from each CI build log in
order to determine which builds failed due to flakiness [39]. An advantage to these approaches is that they are language and platform-agnostic, requiring no knowledge of the structure of log files. However, a corresponding disadvantage is that they may achieve lower predictive performance: An et al. conduct an ablation study examining the importance of failure abstraction, finding performance to drop by 50% [18].

**Detecting Flaky Tests.** A related line of research aims to determine not which test failures are flaky, but which tests could fail due to flakiness. If tools could inform developers that a test is flaky immediately as the test is being created, then perhaps flaky tests could be avoided all together. One class of approaches aim to detect flaky tests that are flaky due to a particular root cause. For example: *NonDex* proactively detects flaky tests that rely on non-deterministic behavior (such as the order of iteration of an unsorted collection) [17]. *iDFlakies* detects order-dependent flaky tests — those that have flaky failures when executed in different orders [12].

Given the goal of broadly detecting which tests might be flaky (not tied to a specific root cause), a baseline approach is to re-run a test suite many times. Alshammari et al. examined a dataset of 26 open-source Java projects, re-running each test suite 10,000 times to identify which tests could be flaky [10]. They proposed *FlakeFlagger*, a machine learning-based approach to determine which tests might be flaky using a set of features collected while tests run. Other flaky test prediction approaches rely on the vocabulary of test methods, with the insight that tests that perform tasks similar to flaky tests are also flaky [40], [14], [46], [57], [13]. Parry et al. extend this body of work by demonstrating how to efficiently combine machine learning-based flaky test detection with test reruns [15]. Our goal is not to detect which tests could be flaky, but rather, which failures are flaky, assuming that a developer has previously identified a set of flaky test failures.

**Test Failure Clustering.** We evaluate a text-based matching approach for determining if a test failure is flaky or not. This approach is inspired by work in a closely related area of failure de-duplication. Classic approaches in this field aim to automatically group multiple test failures together by a shared root cause using stack traces and/or failure logs [41], [42], [43], [20], [19]. However, applying this approach to the problem of failure flakiness detection is relatively under-studied. Lam et al. describe a Microsoft-internal tool that suppresses failures of known flaky tests, and suggests that the error message is used as part of that process [16]. However, they provide no evaluation of how often this approach incorrectly suppresses a test failure that should be investigated as a true failure. We advance this field of study by providing a detailed analysis of the efficacy of test failure clustering for the purposes of labeling test failures as flaky or not. We make our entire dataset and pipeline publicly available along with this article, in order to allow other researchers to study more advanced test failure clustering applications for this use-case.

Using a novel methodology, we constructed a ground-truth dataset of 149,909 true (non-flaky) failures and 80,530 flaky failures from 22 open-source Java projects. Our analysis shows that, even for the same test, there can be multiple flaky failure symptoms, but that a small set of failing stack traces often reoccur. This finding provides strong evidence that heuristic-based approaches that determine whether a failure is caused by flakiness or a true defect can be effective. Our evaluation of three heuristic approaches for determining whether a test failure is flaky or not showed that performance can vary widely between projects, and that TF-IDF is the best approach overall.

Our results show that some projects may be able to adopt these approaches immediately with no (or almost no) false positives. In other projects where the failure logs lack informative details, like failures with the presence of assertions statements, the approaches may not be effective. Increasing the amount of information in test failure logs can greatly improve the performance of automated approaches for de-duplication failures, and can further help with manual analysis.

Given the variability between different projects and inherent non-determinism of flaky tests, it will be challenging to create general-purpose solutions for determining whether a failure is flaky or not. Instrumentation-based approaches (such as DeFlaker [8]) can help add important context to otherwise low-information test failures, but deploying them in production can bring challenges. Future work might continue to study the application of these approaches as case studies in single projects (e.g. recent work studying Google Chromium [3] and SAP HANA [18]). We make our entire dataset and experiments available under an open-source license to enable and encourage future research in this important topic.
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